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General Description
=============
After long periods of use, the number of subscribers in a Subscriber Kiosk can grow quite
large. It is likely that many of the older subscribers are no longer active in Second Life.
It may be desirable to periodically purge likely inactive subscribers from your Master
Kiosk. The SK Purge Device is an optional Subscriber Kiosk accessory that is used to
identify subscribers who are no longer likely to be active in Second Life and remove
them from your Subscriber Kiosk.

Basic Operation
===========
The Purge Device communicates directly with your designated master kiosk to upload
your subscriber list. Alternatively, you can load the Purge Device from one or more
notecards containing names or keys (UUIDs). Once loaded, you select 'Poll' and the
Purge Device continuously polls the online/offline status of your subscriber list. If a
subscriber is detected online, they are deleted from the list in the Purge Device (but not
from the master kiosk - yet). Only those subscribers never seen online remain on the list.
When you decide enough time has elapsed (typically at least 30 days), you can select
"Notify" to send the remaining (offline) subscribers an IM or notecard (or any other
inventory items) to warn them they are about to be deleted from your subscriber list.
When you want to actually delete those subscribers from you master kiosk, you select
'Purge' and the list of offline avatars will be sent to and deleted from your master kiosk.

Capabilities and Features
=================
- Provides convenient way to identify and remove likely inactive subscribers from your
Subscriber Kiosk
- Uploads subscriber list from either a master kiosk or notecards with names or keys
(UUIDs)
- Polls online/offline status of your subscribers continuously or for a preset time
- Notifies likely inactive subscribers of pending removal via IM or notecard you specify
- Automatically removes likely inactive subscribers from your master kiosk
- Holds over 10,000 subscribers, i.e. contents of a fully loaded master kiosk
- No more copying lists via notecards. Communicates directly with your master kiosk
(must be in same sim).
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Basic Menu Functions
==============
- Load: Load your subscriber list into the Purge Device (from kiosk or notecards).
- Poll: Poll the list continuously and delete subscribers detected online.
- Notify: Send an IM or notecard to subscribers never detected online to warn of pending
removal from your kiosk.
- Purge: Delete the subscribers remaining in your Purge Device (never detected online)
from your master kiosk.

Additional Menu Functions
=================
- Info (displays the following):

Number of subscribers not seen online
Purge Device capacity
Estimated average online detection time
Polling start date/time
Elapsed polling time
Number of subscribers when polling last started
Time remaining before stopping polling
Free script memory.

- Show List, Full List: Display the key (uuid) and name of all subscribers on list (not seen
online). Available only to owner.
- Show List, Search: Display the key (uuid) and name of subscribers on list meeting
search criteria (e.g. partial name). Available only to owner.
- Allow Drop: Allows administrators to drop notification notecards (or other items) into
Purge Device. Not needed by or shown to owner.
- Query: Find whether or not a specific subscriber is still on the list (not seen online).
- Remove: Remove (delete) a specific subscriber from the Purge Device. They will not be
deleted from your kiosk when you select Purge.
- Status On/Off: Turn hover text on/off. Hover text shows details of current operation in
real time.
- Re-Start: Initializes the Purge Device and reads the config notecard. This does not affect
the loaded subscriber database but will reset the polling start and elapsed times.
- Clear List: Deletes all subscribers from Purge Device.
- Pause: Pauses Poll, Notify or Purge operations. Also pauses polling elapsed time.
Shown only when Poll, Notify or Purge operations are running.
- Abort: Stops the Load operation. Loading cannot be resumed after aborting. It must be
started over. Shown only when Load operation is running.
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Customization (owner specified parameters) - see Subscriber Purge Config notecard for
details
============================================================
- Associated Master Kiosk Name
- Text of notification IM
- Subscriber Slave Range for partial kiosk uploads (advanced)
- List of designated Administrators
- Key (UUID) of kiosk owner (only if different from Purge Device owner)
- Number of hours after which to automatically stop polling, or poll continuously until
manually stopped
- Filters (date, kiosk name, region name) for partial kiosk uploads
- Option to start polling automatically after loading
- Polling and Sending Rates for optimizing sim loading versus speed of operation
(advanced)
- Turn activity indicator on/off
- Allow or prevent loading of duplicate subscribers

Setting up the Purge Device
===================
Setup is simple. For most applications, only the first two parameters on the Subscriber
Purge Config notecard need to be specified:
- Associated Master Kiosk Name (KioskName=)
- Text of notification IM (NotifyIM=)

Edit any other parameters on the Config notecard as desired. Lines beginning with // are
comments that describe the purpose and format of each parameter. After you edit the
notecard, it is recommended that you delete all comment lines and blank lines in order to
allow the notecard to be read faster.

if you want to send a notification notecard (or other inventory) to offline subscribers,
drop it into the Purge Device. It will be sent, along with the specified notification IM,
when you select Notify.
Make sure its name does NOT start with "Subscriber". If it does, it won't be sent.

NOTE: Whenever you edit the config notecard or add/delete inventory to the Purge
Device, an automatic Re-Start is triggered to re-read the config notecard. This re-start
does not affect the subscriber list loaded in the Purge Device, however it will reset the
polling start time and elapsed time to "not polling".

CAUTION: The Purge Device can be taken in and out of inventory without affecting the
subscriber list. However, do NOT reset any of the scripts in the 'DataCube' prim or you
will corrupt or lose your loaded subscriber list and will have to reload it.
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Operating the Subscriber Purge Device
==========================
You will normally operate the Purge Device in the following sequence: Load > Poll >
Notify > Purge

You can pause and resume the Poll, Notify and Purge operations at any time, e.g. to
check the Info list, do a query, etc. The Load operation can only be aborted. The hover
text (Status On/Off) can be turned on or off at any time without pausing the operation.

NOTE: Second Life does not provide a way for scripts to directly determine when an
avatar was last seen online, and avatars are rarely, if ever, deleted from the SL database.
So the only way to determine if a subscriber is likely to be inactive is by polling their
online/offline status for a long period of time to be sure you catch those who are not
online frequently. It is recommended that you let the Purge Device run for at least 30
days or more before using it to notify and/or purge avatars from your Subscriber Kiosk.
It is also suggested you make a backup of your master kiosk before removing avatars in
case you want to restore them in the future.

Subscriber Master Kiosk Script Version Compatibility
===================================
The associated Subscriber Master Kiosk must have Release 8 (April 28, 2012 or later)
scripts. To determine if you have the latest version, select Update > Check/Get on your
master kiosk. If any of your scripts are out of date, an update kit will be sent to you
automatically. Version updates are free to Subscriber Kiosk owners and are also
available from the Subscriber Kiosk vendor at Night Sky.

Advanced Setup and Operation
=====================

NOTE: The techniques described in the following paragraphs are optional and can be
used to fine tune the performance. In most cases you can use the default values for these
parameters and ignore the optimization descriptions below.

CAUTION: Operating multiple Purge Devices at the same time in the same sim, or in
combination with other devices that poll the data server, send IMs or send inventory (e.g.
Subscriber Online Sender or Subscriber Kiosks), can cause sim lag and/or tripping of
various throttles within SL and can result in blocked operations. If you intend to operate
multiple devices at the same time in the same sim, please read the following information
carefully:

Optimizing Sim and Data Server Loading
------------------------------------------------
The rate at which the Purge Device (and other similar devices) poll, send IMs and send
inventory affects the script loading on the sim as well as back-end data server loading and
can potentially trip various SL rate throttles or cause sim lag. By adjusting the
MinIMInterval, MinInvInterval and MinPollInterval parameters on the Config notecard
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you can adjust the rate of sending IMs, inventory and online/offline polling, respectively.
This allows you to balance the speed of operation versus sim loading and throttling risk
to suit your preferences. The default values of 1 second for each represents a good
starting point. However, if you intend to operate multiple similar devices with the same
owner at the same time in the same sim, you should increase these parameter
proportionally. For example, if you have two Purge devices and one Online Sender
running simultaneously, set the MinPollInterval on each one to 3.0 seconds to maintain a
combined polling interval of 1.0 seconds.

Setting the MinIMInterval to less than 1.0 seconds or the MinInvInterval to less than 0.5
seconds is not recommended, even if only a single device is operating in the sim, due to
the possibility of tripping the maximum IM or inventory rate throttles, respectively.
These throttles apply to the combined rates of all scripted objects you own in the same
sim. If you are using multiple devices at the same time, you should adjust these settings
upwards to avoid tripping the throttles. Note that the MinIMInterval and
MinInvInventory only apply during the Purge Device's Notify operations.
Current throttles are set by SL as follows but are always subject to change:
Sending IMs: 2500 per 30 minutes (approximate 1.3 per second)
Sending Inventory: 2500 per 15 minutes (approximately 2.7 per second)

Setting the MinPollInterval greater than 1 can be done to reduce sim resource utilization
and back-end data server usage. Larger values will increase the average online detection
time, however, making it more likely to miss someone who is only online for a short
time. You can use the 'Info' button to get an estimate of the average online detection time
and adjust the MinPollInterval value accordingly. An average online detection time of
less than 30 minutes for a list of 4000 subscribers can typically be achieved with
MinPollInterval=1. For 8000 subscribers, the same detection time would require
MinPollInterval=0.5. Conversely, for shorter lists a higher MinPollInterval value can be
used, which will reduce sim loading considerably. In benchmark testing,
MinPollInterval=3 resulted in a script time (per frame) of 0.090 ms and an average online
detection time of 20 minutes for a database of 1000 subscribers. Your results may vary
depending on the performance of your sim and number of subscribers. If you intend to
operate multiple polling devices at the same time in the same sim, you should increase
MinPollInterval accordingly.

NOTE: The current online/offline polling (data server) throttle (if there is one) is
unknown.

NOTE: The values specified for the above parameters are "minimum" intervals. The
actual intervals can be longer depending on sim performance. The practical achievable
minimums are about 0.3 seconds, regardless of the settings.

NOTE: The average online detection time is 50% of the time it takes to scan the entire
list, i.e. roughly half of the subscribers will be detected in less than the average detection
time and half will be detected in more than the average detections time.. This means that
the worst case online detection time is twice the average online detection time.
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Optimizing for Large Subscriber Lists
---------------------------------------------
Large lists will increase the average online detection time and risk missing someone who
is only online for a short time. A possible workaround is to partition the Subscriber
Kiosk database into multiple Purge Devices such that no more than 2000 subscribers are
loaded into any one Purge Device. This is done by setting the SlaveRange parameter in
each Purge Device to load from a different range of master kiosk slave scripts. Limit
each SlaveRange to 10 slaves or less to keep it under 2000 subscribers. The Purge
Devices can then poll at the same time with a resulting shorter online detection time.
However, if the data server becomes overloaded and starts blocking, it may be necessary
to increase the MinPollInterval. Do NOT run the Notify operation on more than one
Purge Device at a time unless you have increased the MinIMInterval and/or
MinInvInterval or you may trip one of the throttles described above. While it is possible
to run the Load or Purge operations on more than one Purge Device at a time, it can be
unreliable in heavily loaded sims and is therefore not recommended.

Special Note
========
At one time there was a proposal to disable the LSL script function used to obtain avatar
online/offline status (see https://jira.secondlife.com/browse/SVC-4823) because it does
not respect avatar privacy settings. Due to overwhelming opposition to this proposal,
Linden Labs has decided not to make any changes to this function at this time. If this
LSL function is disabled in the future (which seems unlikely), the Purge Device will no
longer function properly. Unfortunately I will be unable to offer refunds in the unlikely
event that occurs, however I will offer free updates if LL provides an alternate method for
scripts to determine avatar online/offline status or last seen online information.

Questions or Comments
===============
If you have any questions or comments, please send an IM to Fred Allandale.

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT.


